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It feels like this to Andrewnow.

It seems that everything here is prepared for him, and everything that
appears is aimed at him.

For others, it seems to have no effect at all.

Seeing Harrison and the others, they easily walked up the thirty-third
steps, Andrewstill couldn’t believe it.

When I got to this level, I spent a lot of energy. I almost didn’t hold on to
it several times and lost my life.

In such a comparison, can it be said that his strength is not as good as
that of the dog brothers?

Obviously this is not the case.



“Brother, maybe it’s really for you,” said

Gou. “In other words, I’ve been waiting for you here.”

He rarely said such philosophical words, but Andrewwas not in the mood
to tease him.

Whatever the reason, now is not the time to pursue this.

“Let’s go, go to the longevity pool.”

Andrewdidn’t want to waste time, and Chi was going to change. Now he
doesn’t know what the situation is. He can’t leave time to the wolf. He
must fight for all opportunities and be fully prepared.

He took the dog brother and others to the main hall, the collapsed stone
pillars still exudes a depressed atmosphere, as if this shouldn’t be the
case here!

There was also the dragon chair, Fang Qiu and the others felt that their
breathing became hurried.

That is the real white jade dragon chair!

“Is the seat of the Lord of the Heavenly Palace?”

Fang Qiu muttered, “Master, have you ever been seated ?”



Jiang Ning’s heart moved.

He really sat there. Last time, he was also a ghost, and he didn’t even
understand what was going on. He would sit on it subconsciously, and
then get those memories.

Everything seems to go with the flow, there is no peacekeeping at all, but
when you think about it afterwards, everything is full of weirdness and
magic.

“Could it be that this is really waiting for me?”

Andrewsaid in his heart.

“Well, let’s not talk about this, everyone hurry up and follow me.”

He put aside these thoughts, led everyone through the hall, and headed
towards the longevity pool.

Before reaching the longevity pond, one could hear a slight faint sound
of running water.

The mist is lingering, and the eye is like a fairyland? A place where love
and love is blowing across the land, the mist is inhaled into the lungs,
making people feel refreshed!

“It



‘s so refreshing !” Brother Dog said, “The air here is really fresh.”

He can only think of the word fresh. There is no way. The culture is
limited, but he can feel that this freshness, literally, is different.

Generally, the air is fresh, but there is a feeling of freshness, without the
pollution of dust.

And the freshness here is not only clear, but also with a kind of aura.

It seems that the gas inhaled in the body is alive and full of vitality. After
entering the body, it will continue to diffuse from the lungs to all parts of
the body, making every cell full of vitality!

It feels magical.

“Are these all the mist from the longevity pool?”

Fang Qiu cautiously walked over, and saw from a distance that the mist
evaporating from a pond, which made people take a breath, and it was a
little floating.

That kind of comfortable and transparent feeling is simply wonderful!

“Guruguruguru…”

is the sound of the water surging continuously.



Andrewdidn’t expect that after he left that day, the longevity pool was
already storing water. Today, the pool has reached two-thirds of the
position, and it won’t be long before it will be full.

A lot of pool water!

He could feel the strong and surging vitality constantly surging.

Can the water in the Longevity Pond really make people live forever?

“Everyone, don’t worry,”

Andrewsaid, “I’ll check it.”

He walked to the edge of the pool and looked down. The clear water in
the pool can be seen at a glance. If it weren’t for the mist, I’m afraid it
would be nothing like the stream in the suburbs. the difference.

Andrewreached into the pool water, slightly cool, the moment he touched
the skin, people couldn’t help but open their pores!
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In an instant, a breath of breath entered the body!



“No problem.”

Andrewsaid.

He was more cautious and didn’t dare to be careless. Even though the
water in this longevity pond could make the old urchin rejuvenate, but
after all, the strength of the old urchin is there, and his body is extremely
strong and can withstand the baptism of the pool water.

And the dog brother Fang Qiu and the others are still young, and there is
no such thing as an old naughty boy.

He must be careful.

After several attempts, Andrewdetermined that there was no problem
with the water in these pools.

“I’ll come first!”

Gou Ge took the lead, took off his clothes and pants, and walked in.
What he thought was that if there is any problem, it will kill people, then
he will come first, so that everyone can avoid it. hurt.

The same is true for other people, one after another, for fear of letting
others take the lead.

Their fight was not for themselves, but for others. Andrewwould not
know.



“Don’t worry, there is no problem, no one will die.”

He smiled.

Hearing Jiang Ning’s words, the sixth and other people were not in a
hurry.

“It’s okay, then I have to take off my socks, otherwise I am afraid that the
water in this pool will be contaminated.”

Hearing that I didn’t take off my socks, Harrison almost didn’t jump up.
What else is there in this world? , More terrifying than the sixth socks?

“Lao Liu! Don’t mess around! Everyone is brother!”

“Lao Liu! Can you wash your feet first and then come down! My mother!”

“Big brother, you stop Lao Liu, don’t let him down, It’s dangerous!”

……

Andrewcouldn’t help laughing. When there is danger, the sixth child is
the safest, and when there is no danger, the sixth child is the most
dangerous.

This group of people is sometimes cute and touching.



Andrewstood on the side, protecting them, watching the group of people
soaking in the longevity pool, laughing and playing, as if they were not
middle-aged people, but 15 or 16-year-old children.

Fang Qiu started a run-up from a long distance, leaped into the air, sat
down, and suddenly splashed! /

“Damn! Fang Qiu, you’re sitting on my head!”

“Twist him!”

“Come on! Fight! Come on!”

…

A group of people started to fool around.

If the old naughty boy is here, I am afraid it will be stunned. Where can I
think of such a sacred place, the dog brothers dare to do such a fool.

This is the longevity pond!

This is the Heavenly Palace!

They could hear their voices from far away, laughing and cursing, as if
they didn’t take it seriously.



But after a while, the voice gradually became quieter, and everyone
sitting in the pool felt that their bodies were beginning to become tired
and heavy, and they almost couldn’t open their eyelids.

“What’s wrong?”

Andrewasked.

“So sleepy.”

Fang Qiu said, “It seems that I can’t open my eyelids, Master, I want to
sleep.”

That kind of sleepiness can’t stop it at all.

Unlike the old urchin, after drinking the water from the longevity pond,
every cell in his body is metamorphosing and painful. They are soaked in
the pond. Logically speaking, they should be gentler and will not react.

But at this moment, a group of people said they were sleepy, and even
the dog brother fell asleep before he opened his mouth.

Andrewrushed over immediately and made sure that Harrison was
asleep and his purring was all up. It was not something wrong.

He checked one by one, and they all fell asleep, snoring loudly, one after
another, like a piercing symphony, echoing in the longevity pond.



“These pools are indeed amazing, and they seem to vary from person to
person.”

People of strength like the old naughty boy need to endure different
pains if they want to transform and regain their vitality, but the
transformation of the dog brothers seems to be much milder. , Just
sleep.

If the old naughty boy knew about this, he would be envious of it.


